ESPEED RTD
NASDAQ OMX ESPEED’S PREMIUM PRICING DIRECTLY INTO MICROSOFT® EXCEL

eSpeed RTD provides direct access to NASDAQ OMX eSpeed’s real-time U.S. Treasuries data. eSpeed RTD allows raw market data to be pulled into Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets seamlessly and rapidly. Excel’s familiarity and ease of use allows market participants to focus on trading strategies rather than costly trading interface development.

**U.S. TREASURIES**

This powerful Excel add-in application allows traders, portfolio managers, fund managers, quants, and front and back-office users the flexibility to quickly create decision-making analytics, design relative value models, or build proprietary strategies. With eSpeed RTD’s live data, users can spot trends and relationships that can be analyzed, sorted, filtered, summarized, and charted.

**ESPEED RTD LETS YOU STAY AHEAD OF THE MARKET, REDUCE COSTS, IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY.**
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